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Let (Pt)t0 and (P t)t0 be two diffusion semigroups on Rd (d2) associated
with uniformly elliptic operators L={ } (A{) and L ={ } (A {) with measurable
coefficients A=(aij) and A =(a~ ij), respectively. The corresponding diffusion kernels
are denoted by pt(x, y) and p~ t(x, y). We derive a pointwise estimate on | pt(x, y)&
p~ t(x, y)| as well as an L p-operator norm bound, where p # [1, ], for Pt&P t in
terms of the local L2-distance between aij and a~ ij . This implies in particular that
| pt(x, y)& p~ t(x, y)| converges to zero uniformly in (x, y) # Rd_Rd and that the
L p-operator norm of Pt&P t converges to zero uniformly in p # [1, ] when
aij&a~ ij goes to zero in the local L2-norm for each 1i, jn.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Denote by Rd (d2) the d-dimensional Euclidean space. The minimal
fundamental solution to the heat equation
\ t&2+ u=0 on Rd
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is the Gaussian kernel
H(t, x, y)=(4?t)&d2 exp \&|x& y|
2
4t + ,
which describes the heat propagation in the space Rd composed of one
unitary material. If there are some impurities in the medium, then it should
be modeled by an equation of the form
p
t
= :
d
i, j=1

xi \aij (x)
p
xj+ , (1.1)
where A(x)=(aij (x))1i, jd is a measurable perturbation of the identity
matrix Id_d . When the impurities are tiny (that is, when A is very ‘‘close’’
to Id_d), it seems quite natural to use H(t, x, y) as an approximation for
the fundamental solution p(t, x, y) of Eq. (1.1). But how good is this
approximation? Or can one get a quantitative bound on the difference
|H(t, x, y)& p(t, x, y)| in terms of the local L2 distance (see (1.4) below for
its definition) between A and Id_d? This is the main problem that will be
addressed in this paper. In fact we will study this type of stability problem
for uniformly elliptic operators of divergence form with measurable coef-
ficients.
Let L={ } (A{) and L ={ } (A {) be two uniformly elliptic operators of
divergence form on Rd with measurable coefficients. Let *1 be a constant
such that *&1Id_dA( } )=(aij ( } ))*Id_d and *&1Id_dA ( } )=(a~ ij ( } ))
*Id_d . Let Pt=etL and P t=etL
 be the diffusion semigroups of L and L ,
respectively. It is well known that Pt and P t have density kernels pt(x, y)
and p~ t(x, y) with respect to the Lebesgue measure, which are called diffu-
sion kernels (see, for example, [5]). Furthermore, by Aronson’s inequality
and Nash’s Ho lder estimate for diffusion kernels, there are constants
c1=c1(d, *)>1 and #=#(d, *) # (0, 1) such that
pt(x, y)c1 t&d2 exp \&|x& y|
2
c1 t + (1.2)
| pt(x, y)& pt(x1 , y1)|c1 t&d+#2( |x&x1 | 6 | y& y1 | )# (1.3)
for all t>0 and (x, y), (x1 , y1) # Rd_Rd.
Nash’s Ho lder estimate (1.3) implies the compactness of all fundamental
solutions of the uniformly elliptic operators in divergence form on Rd with
the same elliptic constant *. However, it is not a simple matter to show
that the semigroups converge when the diffusion matrices converge.
Stroock and Zheng [24] gave an example that shows in general that the
convergence of the diffusion semigroup does not follow from the weak con-
vergence of the diffusion matrix A. Let G:=0 e
&:tPt dt be the :-resolvent
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of L. Kato [14] and Davies [4] showed that the resolvent operator Gn: will
converge strongly in L2-space to G: (that is, limn   &Gn: f &G: f &2=0 for
any f # L2(Rd)) when the diffusion matrix An(x) converges monotonically
to A(x) for almost every x # Rd. By Trotter’s theorem, this implies that the
corresponding semigroups converge strongly in L2-space (see also [6, 17,
25]). It is shown in Lyons and Zhang [18] that the monotone condition
in An can be dropped. Recently, G. Barbatis [2, 3] obtained a series of
interesting quantitative bounds for the L p-operator norm of two
1-resolvents in a bounded C1-smooth domain. To describe his result, let PDt
and P Dt be diffusion semigroups of L and L on a bounded C
1-smooth
domain D with zero Dirichlet boundary condition, and GD1 =

0 e
&tPDt dt
and G D1 =

0 e
&tP Dt dt be the corresponding 1-resolvents. It is shown in
[2] that there is a constant #0=#0(D, *) such that for # # (#0 , ) and
p>d2+d#,
&GD1 &G
D
1 &pc(D, *, p) :
d
i, j=1
&aij&a~ ij&L p#2(D) .
Recall that the L p operator norm of GD1 &G
D
1 is defined as
&GD1 &G
D
1 &p= sup
f # L p(D) : & f &p1
&GD1 f &G
D
1 f &p .
In this paper we will establish a quantitative upper bound estimate for
| pt(x, y)& p~ t(x, y)| as well as &Pt&P t&p for p # [1, ] in terms of the
local L2-distance between A and A defined by (1.4) below.
Let Zd be the integer lattice in Rd, and for each k # Zd let Dk =
[x # Rd : |x&k|<2 - d]. For q1, define the local Lq-norm distance
between two matrices A and A by
&A&A &Lqloc= sup
k # Zd
:
d
i, j=1
&aij&a~ ij&Lq(Dk) . (1.4)
Note that A and A are bounded, and therefore the topologies induced by
&A&A &Lqloc and &A&A &L
2
loc
are equivalent for any q # [1, ).
The main results of this paper are described as follows.
Theorem 1.1. There is a bounded, piecewise continuous function F1(t, z)
on (0, )_(0, ) with limz  0 F1(t, z)=0 for each t>0 that depends only
on d and the ellipticity constant *, such that for any p # [1, ], we have
&Pt&P t &pF1(t, &A&A &L2loc).
See (5.7) below for the explicit expression of the function F1 .
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A similar result is also established in this paper for &PDt &P
D
t &p (see
Theorem 3.1 below). In fact, we prove the bounded domain case first; then
we use it to derive an estimate of &Pt&P t&2 via a localization argument.
This, together with Nash’s Ho lder estimates (1.3), enables us to establish
the following pointwise estimate. Theorem 1.1 is finally proved using this
pointwise estimate.
Theorem 1.2. There is a bounded, piecewise continuous function F2(t, z)
on (0, )_(0, ) with limz  0 F2(t, z)=0 for each t>0 and a constant
c>0, both of which depend only on d and *, such that
| pt(x, y)& p~ t(x, y)|t&d2 exp \&|x& y|
2
ct + F2 (t, &A&A &L2loc),
for any (t, x, y) # (0, )_R_Rd. See (5.4) below for the explicit expression
of the function F2 .
By integrating with respect to t of the estimates in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2,
we can get the L p-operator norm estimates as well as the pointwise
estimate of the difference between Green’s functions on Rd.
In this paper, we restrict our consideration to diffusion semigroups and
kernels. However, our results can be used to study weak convergence rate
for symmetric diffusion processes under coupling distance (or the
KantorovichWasserstein distance). We refer interested readers to [26] for
details.
We emphasize that the results presented here yield a much stronger con-
clusion for the weak convergence of the associated symmetric diffusions.
Indeed Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 imply particularly that | pt(x, y)& p~ t(x, y)|
converges to zero uniformly in (x, y) # Rd_Rd and that the L p-operator
norm of Pt&P t converges to zero uniformly in p # [1, ] when aij&a~ ij
goes to zero in the local L2-norm.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we prove two
inequalities, which might be known to experts, but nevertheless play
important roles in our approach. In Section 3, we derive bounds on
&PDt &P
D
t &p for any bounded C
1-smooth domain D where p # (1, ). We
then extend these estimates in Section 4 to get bounds on &Pt&P t&p by
making use of diffusion processes associated with L and L . Using the
estimate of &Pt&P t &2 and Nash’s Ho lder continuity result (1.3) for diffu-
sion kernels, we prove Theorem 1.2 in Section 5 and this in turn enables us
to prove Theorem 1.1. In [24], Stroock and Zheng showed that any sym-
metric diffusion process on Rd associated with the uniformly elliptic
operator L of divergence form can be approximated by Markov chains on
grids hZd. As an application of Theorem 1.1, we give a rate estimation for
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this type of approximation. The remainder of this section is devoted to
describe this.
When the coefficients [aij ( } ), 1i, jd] of A are smooth and diagonal
dominant (see (6.16) below for precise meaning), the finite difference
scheme is used to approximate the density function pt(x, y), x, y # Rd by
pht (x, y), x, y # hZ
d, where h is the step tending to 0 (see, e.g., [1, 8, 22]).
The most appealing case to probabilists is when pht (x, y), x, y # hZ
d is the
transition density function for some Markov chain on hZd, which has
many applications to the numerical solution of stochastic control problems,
to the stochastic filtering problem (cf. [16]), and to the numerical solution
of stochastic partial differential equations (cf. [10]).
The diagonal dominant assumption is not a restriction to the symmetric
operators L under study in this paper (see Stroock and Zheng [24] for
their method of taking away this hypothesis.) We are interested in studying
how the roughness of the coefficients [aij ( } ), 1i, jd] affecting the rate
of convergence of pht (x, y), x, y # hZ
d to pt(x, y), x, y # Rd when h  0. We
first study the rate estimate when [aij ( } ), 1i, jd] are smooth. The con-
vergence rate in the smooth case is more or less known, but what we need
is the quantitative dependence on the coefficients. A crucial step in deriving
our convergence rate estimate for less smooth diffusion coefficients is the
estimates given by Theorem 1.1.
Let Rdh :=hZ
d, which is called the grid of Rd. Define
L(Rdh , R)=[ f : R
d
h  R with & f &h,  := sup
x # Rdh
| f (x)|<].
Since A( } ) is bounded and measurable, it follows from Littlewood’s prin-
ciple that &A( } + y)&A( } )&L p(D) tends to 0 as y  0 for any bounded
domain D. We classify its order further in terms of the power of | y|, i.e.,
Ho lder continuity. A function ! defined on Rd is called ;-Ho lder con-
tinuous in L ploc if
&!( } + y)&!( } )&L ploc| y|
;. (1.5)
The main result of Section 6 is
Theorem 1.3. Let A( } ) be ;-Ho lder continuous in L ploc . Then there are
positive finite constants :=:( p, *, ;, d ), C=C(d, *, p, ;), and a Markov
transition semigroup Qht on the state space R
d
h such that for any ;-Ho lder
continuous f in L,
&Qht f &Pt f &h, Ct&18 \ 1log& h+
:
(1 6 & f &), 0<t1. (1.6)
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The precise form of : and the construction scheme for Qht can be found
in Section 6.
In the sequel, for two real numbers a, b, we use a 7 b to denote
min[a, b]. For x>0, define log& x=max[&log x, 0].
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, D is an arbitrary domain in Rd. Let (E, F) and (E , F )
be Dirichlet forms on L2(D) associated with operators of divergence form
L={ } (A{) and L ={ } (A {) with zero Dirichlet boundary condition on
D. For definitions and properties of Dirichlet forms, we refer readers to
[7]. Note that by the uniform ellipticity assumption on A and A ,
F=F =W 1, 20 (D). The associated semigroups are denoted by (Pt)t0 and
(P t)t0 , respectively. Throughout this section & }&p stands for the L p-norm
in L p(D).
Lemma 2.1. For t > 0, we have &( &L )12 Pt &2(2et)&12 and
&(&L )12 P t&2(2et)&12.
Proof. Using spectral representation [E\ , \0] for self-adjoint
operator &L, we have for f # W 1, 20 (D),
&(&L)12 Pt f &22 =E(Pt f, Pt f )
=|

0
\e&2t\d(E\ f, f )
(2et)&1 & f &22 .
The last inequality is due too the fact that \e&2t\(2et)&1 for \0. Since
W1, 20 (D) is dense in L
2(D), we have &(&L)12 Pt&2(2et)&12. Similarly,
&(&L )12 P t&2(2et)&12. K
Lemma 2.2. Let p1 and q be such that 1p+1q=1. Then for
f # L2(D), we have
&Pt f &P t f &22\ *2e+
12
& f &2 |
t
0
&{Ps u&2p
- t&s
ds :
d
i, j=1
&aij&a~ ij&2q ,
where u=Pt f &P t f.
Proof. For f # L2(D),
Pt f &P t f =|
t
0
d
ds
(PsP t&s f ) ds=|
t
0
(LPsP t&s f &Ps L P t&s f ) ds. (2.1)
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The above identity (2.1) is called Duhamel’s formula in some literatures.
Let u=Pt f &P t f, which is in W 1, 20 (D) for any t>0. Then by Lemma 2.1,
&Pt f &P t f &22 =|
t
0
((LPsP t&s f, u)&(PsL P t&s f, u)) ds
=|
t
0
(&E(PsP t&s f, u)&(L P t&s f, Ps u)) ds
=|
t
0
(&E(P t&s f, Psu)+E (P t&s f, Ps u)) ds
=|
t
0 \|D {P t&s f } (A &A) } {Psu dx+ ds
|
t
0
:
d
i=1 "
P t&s f
xi "2 " :
d
j=1
(aij&a~ ij)
Psu
xj "2 ds
|
t
0
&{P t&s f &2 &{Ps u&2p ds :
d
i, j=1
&aij&a~ ij&2q
|
t
0
- * &(&L )12 P t&s f &2 &{Psu&2p ds :
d
i, j=1
&aij&a~ ij&2q
\ *2e+
12
& f &2 |
t
0
&{Psu&2p
- t&s
ds :
d
i, j=1
&aij&a~ ij &2q . K (2.2)
Remark 1. By Lemma 2.1, for f # L2(D) and s>0,
&{Psu&2- * &(&L)12 Ps u&2 *2es &u&2 .
Thus if taking p=1 and q= in Lemma 2.2, one has for f # L2(D) and
t>0,
&Pt f &P t f &2 
*
2e
& f &2 |
t
0
1
- s(t&s)
ds :
n
i, j=1
&aij&a~ ij&
=
*?
2e
& f &2 :
n
i, j=1
&aij&a~ ij& . (2.3)
Thus &Pt&P t&2(*?2e) ni, j=1 &aij&a~ ij& for each t>0.
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3. DIFFUSION SEMIGROUPS IN BOUNDED DOMAINS
Suppose D is a bounded C1-smooth domain in Rd. For each : # (1, ),
PDt &P
D
t is a bounded symmetric operator that maps L
:(D) into L:(D). Its
operator norm in space L:(D) is denoted by &PDt &P
D
t &: . In this section,
we will bound &PDt &P Dt &: in terms of L p-norm (where p<) of A&A
on D.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that D is a bounded C1-smooth domain in Rd.
Then there is a constant q0=q0(D, *)>1 such that for q>q0 and :2,
there is a constant c(:)=c(D, *, q, :))>1 so that
&PDt &P Dt &::c(:) t&(d+U2)+d: :
d
i, j=1
&aij&a~ ij&L2q(D) . (3.1)
When 1<:<2, by duality we have &PDt &P
D
t &:=&Pt&P t &:$ , where :$>2
is the conjugate number for :.
Proof. For notational simplification, in this proof we will suppress
superscript D from PDt and P
D
t and use & }&: to denote the L:-norm in
L:(D). For f # L2(D) and t>0, let u=Pt f &P t f, which is in W 1, 20 (D). By
Theorem 1 of Meyers [19] (taking r=2 there), there is a constant
;=;(D, *)>2 such that for 1<p<min[;2, d(d&2)] (1<p<;2 when
d=2), there is a constant c1=c1(D, *, p)>0 such that
&{Ps g&2pc1 &LPs g&2 , (3.2)
for all g # L2(D) and s>0. Thus by Lemma 2.1,
&{Psu&2p c1 &(&L)12 Ps(&L)12 u&2
c1(2es)&12 &(&L)12 u&2
=c1(2es)&12 E(u, u)12
c1(2es)&12 - * &{u&2 (3.3)
c1(2es)&12 - *(&{Pt f &2+&{P t f &2)
c1(2es)&12 *(E(Pt f, Pt f )12+E (P t f, P t f )12)
c2(2e)&1 (st)&12 * & f &2 . (3.4)
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Now by Lemma 2.2,
&Pt f &P t f &22\ *2e+
12
& f &2 |
t
0
(t&s)&12 c1(2e)&1 (st)&12 * & f &2 ds
_ :
d
i, j=1
&aij&a~ ij&2q
\ *2e+
32
c1t&12 |
t
0
1
- s(t&s)
ds & f &22 :
d
i, j=1
&aij&a~ ij&2q
=c1 \ *2e+
32
t&12? & f &22 :
d
i, j=1
&aij&a~ ij&2q . (3.5)
Therefore
&Pt&P t &22c1? \ *2e+
32
t&12 :
d
i, j=1
&aij&a~ ij &2q .
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1 for :=2 case after letting
c(2)=c1 ?(*2e)32 and noting that the restriction on p is transformed into
for q>q0 where
q0={
;
2
7
d
d&2
;
2
7
d
d&2
&1
, if d3;
;
;&2
, if d=2.
Now we are going to treat general :>1. It is well known (cf. [5]) that
Pt and P t have integral kernels p(t, x, y) and p~ (t, x, y) and that there is a
constant c=c(d, *)>1 such that
p(t, x, y)ct&d2 and p~ (t, x, y)ct&d2 (3.6)
for all x, y in D. For :>2, let :$ be the conjugate number for :. Note that
&Pt f &P t f &:: &Pt f &P t f &
:&2
 &Pt f &P t f &
2
2
c(2) t&12 :
d
i, j=1
&aij&a~ ij&2q & f &22
_(&Pt f &+&P t f &):&2 (3.7)
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For x # D, by (3.6),
|Pt f (x)|= } |D p(t, x, y) f (y) dy }
\|D pt(t, x, y):$ dy+
1:$
& f &:
\(ct&d2):$&1 |D pt(t, x, y) dy+
1:$
& f &:
(ct&d2)1: & f &: . (3.8)
Thus &Pt f &(ct&d2)1: & f &: and similarly &P t f &(ct&d2)1: & f &: .
This, together with (3.7) and the fact that & f &22|D|
1&2: & f &2: , leads to
&Pt f &P t f &:: c(2) |D|
1&2: (2ct&d2)(:&2): t&12 :
d
i, j=1
&aij&a~ ij&2q & f &::
=c(2) |D| 1&2: (2c)(:&2): t&(d+1)2+d:
_ :
d
i, j=1
&aij&a~ ij&2q & f &:: , (3.9)
where |D| denotes the Lebesgue measure of domain D. Letting c(:)=c(2)
|D| 1&2: (2c)(:&2):, we have
&Pt&P t &::c(:) t
&(d+1)2+d: :
d
i, j=1
&aij&a~ ij &2q . K
Remark 2. CIearly the constants q0 and c(:) can be chosen so that
they are invariant under the translations of the domain. That is,
q0(D, *)=q0(D+a, *), c(D, *, q, :)=c(D+a, *, q, :).
Remark 3. Integrating over t of the estimates in above theorem, we can
get bounds on &GD: &G
D
: &p in terms of 
d
i, j=1 &aij&a~ ij&2q , where :>0 and
p # (1, ).
4. FROM BOUNDED DOMAIN TO RD
Now we are going to extend the result obtained for the bounded domain
to the case where D=Rd. For k # Zd, let Bk =[x # Rd : |x&k|<- d] and
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Dk =[x # Rd : |x&k|<2 - d]. Then k # Zd Bk =Rd=k # Zd Dk and for
each point x # Rd it falls into at most (4d )d2 Bk ’s and into at most (16d )d
Dk ’s.
Let [X, Px , x # Rd] and [X , P x , x # Rd] be diffusion processes on Rd
with infinitesimal generator L and L respectively. Then the diffusion semi-
groups Pt=etL and P t=etL
 are just the transition semigroups of X and X .
We use PDkt and P
Dk
t to denote semigroups associated with L and L on
Dk with zero Dirichlet boundary condition, which are the transition semi-
groups for the subprocesses of X and X killed upon leaving Dk .
Theorem 4.1. There is a constant c2=c2(d, *)>0 such that for f #
L2(Rd), we have for :>1 and k # Zd,
&Pt f &PDkt f &:L:(Bk) c
:&1
2 exp \&(:&1) dc2 t + |Bk Ex[ f (Xt)
:] dx (4.1)
&P t f &P Dkt f &
:
L:(Bk)
c:&12 exp \&(:&1) dc2 t + |Bk E x [ f (X t)
:] dx. (4.2)
Proof. Let {Dk=inf[t>0 : Xt  Dk ]. By Lemma II.1.2 in Stroock [23],
there is a constant c2=c2(d, *)>0 such that for x # Bk , Px (t>{Dk)
c2 exp(&dc2 t). Let :$ denote the conjugate number for :. Then for x # Bk ,
|Pt f (x)&PDkt f (x)|
:=|Ex [ f (Xt) ; t>{Dk]|
:
Ex [| f (Xt)|:] Px(t>{Dk)
::$
c:&12 exp \&(:&1) dc2 t + Ex[| f (Xt)| :]
Theorem 4.1 now follows by integrating both sides of (3.7) over Bk . K
Recall that &A&A &L2qloc=supk # Zd 
d
i, j=1 &aij&a~ ij&L2q(Dk)
Theorem 4.2. There are constants c3=c3(d, *)>1 and q0=q0(d, *)>1
such that for any q>q0 and :2, there is a constant c4=c4(d, *, q)>0 such
that
&Pt&P t &::c3 exp \& 1c3 t++c4t&(d+1)2+d: &A&A &L2qloc . (4.3)
When 1<:<2, by duality we have &Pt&P t&:=&Pt&P t &:$ , where :$>2 is
the conjugate number for :.
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Proof. Applying Theorem 3.1 to ball Dk =[x # Rd : |x&k|<2 - d],
there is a constant q0=q0(d, *)>1 such that for q>q0 and each :2,
there is a constant c(:)=c(d, *, q, :)>0 (see Remark 2) such that for each
k # Zd,
&PDkt &P Dkt &:L:(Dk) c(:) t
&(d+1)2+d: :
d
i, j=1
&aij&a~ ij &L2q(Dk)
c(:) t&(d+1)2+d: &A&A &L2qloc . (4.4)
Denote the right hand side of (4.4) by m(t) for simplicity. Then by
Theorem 4.1, for f # L:(Rd),
&Pt f &P t f &:L:(Rd )
 :
k # Zd
&Pt f &P t f &:L:(Bk)
3: :
k # Zd
(&Pt f &PDkt f &
:
L:(Bk)
+&P t f &P Dkt f &
:
L:(Bk)
+&PDkt f &P
Dk
t f &
:
L:(Bk)
)
3:c:&12 exp \&(:&1) dc2 t + :k # Zd |Bk (Ex [ f (Xt)
:]+E x[ f (X t):]) dx
+3: :
k # Zd
m(t) & f &:L:(Dk)
3:c:&12 exp \&(:&1) dc2 t + (4d )d2 |Rd (Ex[ f (Xt):]+E x [ f (X t):]) dx
+3:m(t) :
k # Zd
& f &:L:(Dk)
2 } 3:c:&12 exp \&(:&1) dc2 t + (4d )d2 & f &:L:(Rd )
+3:(16d )d2 m(t) & f &2L:(Rd )
=\2 } 3:(4d )d2 c:&12 exp\&(:&1) dc2 t ++3:(16d)d2 m(t)+ & f &:L:(Rd ) .
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Therefore
&Pt&P t&:: 2 } 3
:c:&12 (4d )
d2 exp \&(:&1) dc2 t ++3:(16d )d2 m(t)
2 } 3:c:&12 (4d )
d2 exp \&(:&1) dc2 t ++3:(16d )d2
_c(:) t&(d+1)2+d: &A&A &L2qloc .
Letting c3=2 } 3:c:&12 (4d )
d2 and c4=3:(16d )d2 c(:), we have
&Pt&P t &::c3 exp \& 1c3 t++c4 t&(d+1)2+d: &A&A &L2qloc . K
The right hand side of (4.3) is not a good estimate for large t. However,
Pt and P t are contractions in L:(Rd) for each :1 (cf. [7]); therefore, for
t, s>0,
&Pt+s&P t+s&: =&Pt(Ps&P s)+(Pt&P t) P s&:
&Pt &: &Ps&P s&:+&Pt&P t&: &P s&:
&Ps&P s&:+&Pt&P t &: , (4.5)
which can be used to get upper bounds for large times from those for small
times. This observation leads to
Theorem 4.3. There is a constant q0=q0(d, *)>1 such that for any
q>q0 and :2, there are constants C=C(d, *, q)>1 and C:=C:
(d, *, q, :)>1 so that for any t(C log& &A&A &L2qloc)
&1 71, we have
&Pt&P t &::C:t
&(d+1)2+d: &A&A &L2qloc
and for t>(C log& &A&A &L2qloc)
&1 7 1 we have
&Pt&P t &::C:t
:(1+log& &A&A &L2qloc)
:+(d+1)2&d: &A&A &L2qloc .
When 1<:<2, by duality we have &Pt&P t&:=&Pt&P t &:$ , where :$>2 is
the conjugate number for : : 1:+1:$=1.
Proof. Without loss of generality, in Theorem 4.2 we may take c3c4 .
It suffices to consider the case of :2. By (4.3), for tt0 #
(c3 log& &A&A &L2qloc)
&1 7 1,
&Pt&P t &::2c4 t
&(d+1)2+d: &A&A &L2qloc . (4.6)
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For t>t0 , let k=[tt0]+1 and s=tk. Then s<t0 and therefore by (4.5)
and (4.6),
&Pt&P t&::
k: &Ps&P s &::
2k:c4 s&(d+1)2+d: &A&A &L2qloc
2c4k:+(d+1)2&d: t&(d+1)2+d: &A&A &L2qloc
2c4 \2tt0+
:+(d+1)2&d:
t&(d+1)2+d: &A&A &L2qloc
2:+1+(d+1)2&d:c4 t&:&(d+1)2+d:0 t
: &A&A &L2qloc
2:+1+(d+1)2&d:c4 t:((c3 log& &A&A &L2qloc)
&1 7 1)&:&(d+1)2+d:
_&A&A &L2qloc
2:+1+(d+1)2&d:c4 t:c:+(d+1)2&d:3
_(1+log& &A&A &L2qloc)
:+(d+1)2&d: &A&A &L2qloc . (4.7)
Thus there is a constant C:=C:(d, *, q, :)>1 such that
&Pt&P t &::C:t
&(d+1)2+d: &A&A &L2qloc for tt0
and for t>t0 we have
&Pt&P t &::C:t
:(1+log& &A&A &L2qloc)
:+(d+1)2&d: &A&A &L2qloc .
Theorem 4.3 is thus proved after letting C=c3 . K
5. DISTANCE BETWEEN TWO DIFFUSION KERNELS ON Rd
Let V(r) denote the Lebesgue measure of a ball with radius r in Rd. That
is V(r)=|drd. The constant c in the rest part of this paper, though does
not change its dependence, its value may change from line to line.
Theorem 5.1. There is a constant c=c(d, *)>0 such that
sup
x, y # Rd
| pt(x, y)& p~ t(x, y)|ct&d2 &Pt&P t&#(d+#)2 , for all t>0.
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Proof. Note that
1
V(r)2
|(Pt1Bx(r) , 1By(r))&(P t1Bx(r) , 1By(r))|
=
1
V(r)2
|((Pt&P t) 1Bx(r) , 1By(r))|

1
V(r)
&Pt&P t &2
=
1
|drd
&Pt&P t&2 .
However, by (1.3),
} pt(x, y)& 1V(r)2 (Pt1Bx(r) , 1By(r)) }

1
V(r)2 |Bx(r)_By(r) | pt(x, y)& pt(z, v)| dz dv
c1 t&(d+#)2r#.
This proves Theorem 5.1 after choosing r so that
t&(d+#)2r#=
1
rd
&Pt&P t&2 , that is, r=t12 &Pt&P t&1(d+#)2 . K
Combining Theorem 5.1 with Eq. (1.2), we have
| pt(x, y)& p~ t(x, y)|
min {c1 t&d2 exp \&|x& y|
2
c1 t + , ct&d2 &Pt&P t &#(d+#)2 = . (5.1)
Using the simple fact that min[a, b]- ab for any a, b0, we get that
there is a constant c=c(d, *)>0 such that
| pt(x, y)& p~ t(x, y)|ct&d2 exp \&|x& y|
2
ct + &Pt&P t &#(2(d+#))2 . (5.2)
Thus we have proved
Theorem 5.2. There is a constant q0=q0(d, *)>1 such that for any
q>q0 there are constants c=c(d, *)>1 and C=C(d, *, q)>1 so that for
any tt0 #(C0 log& &A&A &L2qloc)
&1 7 1, we have
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| pt(x, y)& p~ t(x, y)|
ct&d2 exp \&|x& y|
2
ct + min[1, t&#(8(d+#)) &A&A & #(4(d+#))L2qloc ],
and for t>t0 ,
| pt(x, y)& p~ t(x, y)|
ct&d2 exp \&|x& y|
2
ct +
_min[1, t#(2(d+#))(1+log& &A&A &L2qloc)
5#(8(d+#))
_&A&A & #(4(d+#))L2qloc ].
Remark 4. Integrating above inequalities with respect to t gives
pointwise estimates on |G:(x, y)&G :(x, y)| for :0.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Fix a q>q0 . Since *&1Id_dA=(aij ( } ))
*Id_d , we have by (1.4) and Ho lder inequality that
(|d (2 - d)d)&(q&1)2q &A&A &L2loc&A&A &L2loc
(2*)(q&1)q (&A&A &L2loc)
1q. (5.3)
Let t0(x)=(C0 log&((2*)(q&1)q x1q))&1 7 1. It follows from Theorem 5.2
(cf. (4.7)) that Theorem 1.2 holds with
c min[1, t&#(8(d+#))((2*)q&1 x)#(4q(d+#))],
if tt0(x) ;
F2(t, x)={c min[1, t#(2(d+#))(1+log&((2*)(q&1)q x1q))5#(8(d+#)) (5.4)((2*)q&1 x)#(4q(d+#))],
if t>t0(x).
K
Theorem 5.3. There is a constant q0=q0(d, *)>2 such that for any
q>q0 , there are constants C0=C0(d, *)>1 and C=C(d, *, q)>1 such that
for any p # [1, ], we have
&Pt&P t &pmin[2, Ct&#(8(d+#)) &A&A &
#(4(d+#))
L2qloc
], tt0 ,
where t0 #(C0 log& &A&A &L2qloc)
&1 7 1 and
&Pt&P t&pmin[2, t#(2(d+#))(1+log& &A&A &L2qloc)
5#(8(d+#))
_&A&A & #(4(d+#))L2qloc
], t>t0 .
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Proof. Let :t(x)=R d | pt(x, y)& p~ t(x, y)| dy and :t=supx # R d :t(x).
Then by (1.2) and Theorem 5.1, for x # Rd,
:t(x)=|
B(x, r)
| pt(x, y)& p~ t(x, y)| dy+|
B(x, r)c
| pt(x, y)& p~ t(x, y)| dy
ct&d2rd &Pt&P t&#(d+#)2 +c1 t
&d2 |

r
exp \& s
2
c1t+ sd&1 ds
ct&d2rd &Pt&P t&#(d+#)2 +c exp \& r
2
2c1t+ |

0
exp \& u
2
2c1+ ud&1 du
ct&d2rd &Pt&P t&#(d+#)2 +c exp \& r
2
2c1t+
ct&d2rd &Pt&P t&#(d+#)2 +c \ r
2
2c1t+
&d2
c(t&d2rd &Pt&P t&#(d+#)2 +t
d2r&d).
Let td2r&d=t&d2rd &Pt&P t&#(d+#)2 ; that is r
d=td2 &Pt&P t&&#(2(d+#))2 .
We have
:tc &Pt&P t&#(2(d+#))2 . (5.5)
Now for p # [1, ) and f # L p(Rd),
&Pt f &P t f &p\|R d \|R d | pt(x, y)& p~ t(x, y)| | f ( y)| dy+
p
dx+
1p
=\|R d :t(x) p \|R d :t(x)&1 | pt(x, y)
& p~ t(x, y)| | f ( y)| dy+
p
dx+
1p
\|R d :t(x) p \|R d :t(x)&1 | pt(x, y)
& p~ t(x, y)| | f ( y)| p dy+ dx+
1p
=\|R d \|Rd :t(x) p&1 | pt(x, y)& p~ t(x, y)| dx+ | f ( y)| p dy+
1p
=:t & f &p .
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Thus by (5.5),
&Pt&P t &p:tc &Pt&P t &#(2(d+#))2 . (5.6)
Letting p A , one can easily see that the above inequality is also valid for
p=. By Theorem 4.3, when tt0 ,
&Pt&P t &2ct&14 &A&A &
12
L2qloc
and for t>t0
&Pt&P t &2min[2, ct(1+log& &A&A &L2qloc)
54 &A&A & 12L2qloc].
Plugging these into inequality (5.6) completes the proof of this theorem. K
Proof of Theorem 1.1. It suffices to take
min[2, Ct&#(8(d+#))((2*)q&1 x)#(4q(d+#))],
if tt0 ,
F1(t, x)={min[2, Ct#(2(d+#))(1+log&((2*)(q&1)q x1q))5#(8(d+#)) (5.7)((2*)q&1 x)#(4q(d+#))],
if t>t0 ,
where t0(x)=(C0 log&((2*)(q&1)q x1q))&1 7 1. K
Remark 5. Integrating the estimates in the above theorem over t, we
can get bounds on &G:&G:&p in terms of &A&A &L2loc .
Remark 6. Using the scaling property for L and L , it can be shown
that Fi , i=1, 2, in Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 can be chosen to be
F1(t, z)=min[2, c(t 7 1)&: z;], F2(t, z)=c min[1, (t 7 1)&: z;],
where c=c(d, *)>1, :=:(d, *) # (0, 1), and ;=;(d, *) # (0, 1).
6. MARKOV CHAIN APPROXIMATION OF SYMMETRIC
DIFFUSIONS: RATE OF CONVERGENCE
Let _(x)=[_1(x), ..., _d (x)], where _j (x)=(_1j (x), ..., _dj (x))T, be a
d_d symmetric matrix-valued function and let b(x) (x # Rd) be a vector-
valued function. Consider the second order differential operator
L=
1
2
:
d
i, j=1
aij (x)
2
xi xj
+ :
d
i=1
bi (x)

xi
, (6.1)
where (aij (x))=A(x)=(_(x))2.
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Lemma 6.1. Let :>0 be a constant. Suppose that _(x), b(x) satisfy the
conditions
*&1Id_d_(x)*Id_d ; (6.2)
sup
x # Rd }
_ij (x)
xk }+ supx # R d }
bi (x)
xk }:, 1i, j, kd ; (6.3)
sup
x # R d }
2_ij (x)
xk xl }+ supx # R d }
2bi (x)
xk xl }:, 1i, j, k, ld ; (6.4)
and
sup
x # R d }
3_ij (x)
xk xl xm }+ supx # R d }
3bi (x)
xk xl xm }:, 1i, j, k, l, md. (6.5)
Then there are constants C and +, independent of : and f, such that
sup
0t1, x # Rd
|{kQt f (x)|c & f &ck e
+:, k=1, 2, 3, (6.6)
where & f &Ck :=supx # R d, 1mk | f
(m)(x)| and Qt is the semigroup generated
by L.
Proof. Set
V1={A=(aij)1i, jd ; &A&V1 :=\ :
1i, jd
|aij | 2+
12
= ;
V2={A=(aijk)1i, j, kd ; &A&V2 :=\ :
1i, j, kd
|aijk |2+
12
= ;
V3={A=(aijkl)1i, j, k, ld ; &A&V3 :=\ :1i, j, k, ld |aijkl |
2+
12
= .
Consider the stochastic differential equation
dxt=_(xt) dwt+b(xt) dt= :
d
i=0
_i (xt) dwit , x0=x, (6.7)
where wt=(w1t , ..., w
d
t )
T is a standard d-dimensional Brownian motion on
some probability space (0, F, P), and w0t =t, _0(x)=b(x). The expecta-
tion on (0, F, P) is denoted by E. It is well known (see [15]) that under
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the above conditions, xt exists for all t0. The strong solution xt=
[x1(t, x), ..., xd (t, x)]T, as a function of x is almost surely continuously
differentiable till third order. Denote
z(t)={xt(x)=\xi (t, x)xj +1i, jd =(zij (t))1i, jd .
Taking the differentiation with respect to x in (6.7), we have
dzt= :
d
i=0
{_i (xt) zt dwit , z0=Id_d , (6.8)
Let p2. By Burkholder, Davis, and Gundy’s inequality,
E &zt & pV1C \1+: |
t
0
E &zs& pV1 ds+ ,
and therefore, by Gronwall’s lemma,
E &zt & pV1Ce
+: for 0t1, (6.9)
where and until further mentioned, C and + are two generic constants inde-
pendent of : and f.
Differentiating Qt f (x)=E[ f (xt(x))] with respect to x, we obtain that
{Qt f (x)=E[{f (xt(x)) zt],
where ({f (x) zt) j=di=1 (fxi) zij (t), j=1, 2, ..., d. Therefore, by (6.9),
|{Qt f (x)|=|E({f (xt(x)) zt)|
E( |{f (xt(x)) zt | )
C &{f & E(&zt &V1)
C &{f & e+:.
i.e.
sup
0t1, x # Rd
|{Qt f (x)|C & f &C1 e
+:. (6.10)
Denote ut(x)=(2xi (t, x)xk xj)1i, j, kd . Taking the differentiation with
respect to x in (6.8), we have
dut= :
d
i=0
{2_i (xt) zt zt dwit+ :
d
i=0
{_i (xt) ut dwit , u0=0, (6.11)
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where
({2_i (x) ab) jk=
2_i
xj $ xk$
aj $jbk$k , a, b # V ; (6.12)
({_i (x) a) jk=
_i
xj $
aj $jk , a # V2 . (6.13)
It follows from Burkholder, Davis, and Gundy’s inequality and (6.9) that
E &ut & pV2 C: {|
t
0
E &zs&2pV1 ds+|
t
0
E &us& pV2 ds=
C: |
t
0
E &us& pV2 ds+Ce
+:
so that by Gronwall’s lemma
E &ut& pV2Ce
+: for 0t1. (6.14)
However,
{2Qt f (x)=E[{2[ f (xt)]]
=E[{[{f (xt) zt]]
=E[{2f (xt) zt zt+{f (xt) ut],
and therefore
sup
0t1, x # Rd
|{2Qt f (x)|C & f &C2 e
+:. (6.15)
Similar to (6.10) and (6.15), we have
sup
0t1, x # Rd
|{2Qt f (x)|C & f &C3 e
+:. K
Remark 7. By [11], if A(x) satisfies (6.2)(6.5), then _(x)=A(x)12
also satisfies (6.2)(6.5).
By Lemma 3.2 of [24], we may assume, without loss of generality, that
aii (x)> :
j{i
|aij (x)|, i=1, 2, ..., d. (6.16)
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Let ei denote the unit vector of Rd in the i th direction. We introduce the
following discretization for L. The set of real-valued functions defined on
Rdh is denoted by F(R
d
h). For f # F(R
d
h) and x # R
d
h , define
Lhf (x)= :
i{ j
a+ij (x)[[2 f (x)+ f (x+hei+hej)+ f (x&hei&hej)]2h
2
&[ f (x+hei)+ f (x+hej)+ f (x&hei)+ f (x&hej)]2h2]
+ :
i{ j
a&ij (x)[[2 f (x)+ f (x+hei&hej)+ f (x&hei+hej)]2h
2
&[ f (x+hei)+ f (x+hej)+ f (x&hei)+ f (x&hej)]2h2]
+ :
d
i=1
aii (x)[ f (x+hei)+ f (x&hei)&2 f (x)]h2
+ :
d
i=1
b+i (x)[ f (x+hei)& f (x)]h
& :
d
i=1
b&i (x)[ f (x)& f (x&hei)]h, (6.17)
where a\ij ( } ), b
\
i ( } ) are the positive and negative parts of aij ( } ) and bi ( } )
respectively. By (6.16) it is easy to verify that Lh is the generator of a
Markov chain on Rdh . So it generates a Markov semigroup P
h
t on R
d
h .
Lemma 6.2. Suppose that g is three times differentiable and all its
derivatives up to third order are continuous and bounded by ;. Suppose that
A and b are bounded by :. We define the difference operator Lh as given by
(6.17). Then
&Lhg&Lg&Ch:;. (6.18)
Proof. According to Taylor’s expansion, we have
g(x+2x)= g(x)+(2x, {g(x))
+ 12(2x, {
2g(x) 2x)+|2x| 3 9(h), (6.19)
where 9($, h) satisfies
9($, h)C;,
where and in what follows, C and + denote constants independent of h, ;,
and g. Using (6.19) to expand f (x+hei+hej), f (x&hei&hej), and so on in
(6.17), we have
Lhg(x)=Lg(x)+9 (h),
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where 9 (h) satisfies
|9 (h)|Ch:;.
The lemma is thus proved. K
Let Qht be the semigroup associated with L
h. We are going to study the
convergence rate of Qht f towards Qt f.
Note that
Qht f &Qt f=|
t
0
d
ds
(Qhs Qt&s f ) ds
=|
t
0
(Qhs L
hQt&s f &Qhs LQt&s f ) ds.
Therefore,
&Qht f &Qt f &h,  |
t
0
&Qhs L
hQt&s f &Qhs L
$Qt&s f &h,  ds
|
t
0
&LhQs f &LQ$s f &h,  ds. (6.20)
Applying (6.18) and Lemma 6.1, we have
Theorem 6.3. Suppose that A and b satisfy (6.2)(6.5). Let Qht and Qt
be constructed as above. Assume that the function f has bounded derivatives
up to third order. Then there are constants 0<C< and 0<+<, inde-
pendent of h, : and f such that
sup
0t1, x # Rdh
|Qht f (x)&Qt f (x)|Che
+: & f &C3 . (6.21)
Now we turn to the non-smooth case.
Let ’(x)=c exp(1(1&|x| 2)) for x # Rd with |x|<1 and ’(x)=0 for
|x|1, where c>0 is a normalizing constant such that Rd ’(x) dx=1.
Note that ’ is a smooth function with compact support on Rd. For $>0,
define ’$(x)=$&d’($&1x). Using Fubini’s theorem, we have
Lemma 6.4. (a) Let f be bounded and satisfy
& f ( } + y)& f ( } )&| y|;. (6.22)
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Then f $= f V ’$ is a smooth function with
& f $& f&$; and &{kf $&C$&k & f & , \k=1, 2, 3, ...,
where C is a constant depending only on d and *.
(b) Let A : Rd  Rd Rd be a symmetric matrix-valued function
defined on Rd, satisfying the uniform ellipticity condition (6.2). Suppose that
there is a p>2 such that A : Rd  RdRd is ;-Ho lder continuous in L ploc ;
i.e.,
&A( } + y)&A( } )&L ploc| y|
;. (6.23)
Then A$=A V ’$ is a symmetric smooth matrix-valued function on Rd that
satisfies the same ellipticity condition (6.2) as A does and there is a constant
C=C(d, *)>0 such that
&A&A$&Lqloc$
; and &{kA$&C$&k &A&
for k=1, 2, 3.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let A$=A V ’$ and f $= f V ’$ be as in
Lemma 6.4. Set b$=[b1($, x), ..., bd ($, x)]T with bi ($, x)=j (xj)
aij ($, x). Let P$t be the semigroup of the operator
L$=
1
2
:
d
i, j=1
aij ($, x)
2
xi xj
+ :
d
i=1
bi ($, x)

xi
,
and let P$, ht be the semigroup obtained from the scheme (6.17) applied to
A$ and b$ with mesh h. Then
& f $& f &$;.
Applying Theorem 6.3 with :=1$4, we have
&P$, ht f &Pt f &h, &P
$, h
t f &P
$, h
t f
$&h, +&P$, ht f
$&P$t f
$&h, 
+&P$t f
$&Pt f $&+&Pt f $&Pt f &
2 & f $& f &+&P$, ht f
$&P$t f
$&+&P$t f
$&Pt f $&
2$;+C
h
$3
ec$&4 & f &+&P$t f
$&Pt f $& .
By Theorem 5.3, we have for t1
&P$t f
$&Pt f $&Ct&18$;$ & f $&Ct&18$;$(1 6 & f &),
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where ;$<; is a constant depending on ;, $ and *. Thus,
&P$, ht f &Pt f &h, Chec$
&4 & f &+Ct&18$;$(1 6& f &).
Choosing $ to be (1m log& h) for some real numbers m and n we see that
there is an :>0 such that
&P$, ht f &Pt f &Ct
&18 \ 1log& h+
:
(1 6 & f &).
Taking Qht =P
1(m log& h)n, h
t , we complete the proof of Theorem 1.3 K
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